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New InterX Device Now Available for Pain Treatment
Plano, Texas – A new medical device for the treatment of acute and chronic pain
is now available in the US and Canada. This device provides healthcare
professionals with a unique and effective tool to help them deliver effective, drugfree pain treatment to those who suffer daily from pain and injury. The new
InterX® 5002 is a portable, handheld neurostimulation device that is available to
physicians, physical therapists, occupational therapists, chiropractors and other
healthcare professionals for a wide range of acute and chronic pain conditions.
The InterX® 5002 delivers highly specific, targeted, dynamic electrical
stimulation resulting in effective pain relief. This unique technology, previously
available in Europe, has been developed and re-designed to provide InterX®
FDA cleared medical products with defined treatment applications for healthcare
professionals in the US.
InterX® technology incorporates unique features that are designed to optimize
the effectiveness of pain relief, including:
"Interactive" stimulation - The electrical properties of the skin and the
underlying tissue change in response to injury, pain or trauma. InterX®
technology responds dynamically to these changes during treatment, so no two
consecutive signals are the same. This helps prevent the development of
resistance to the stimulation.
Identification of optimal treatment points - InterX® technology uses its ability
to identify changes in tissue properties to provide feedback to the therapist that is
valuable in the identification of optimal treatment locations.
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The concentric electrodes of the InterX 5002 are moved across the skin, without
the need for gel of any kind, scanning for areas of low impedance. Feedback is
provided in a number of ways, such as changes in the way the device moves
across the skin, or through readings displayed on the screen that relate to the
condition of the tissue immediately under the electrodes.
Specific and targeted treatment - Once optimal treatment locations are
identified, very targeted, high density stimulation is provided to specific nerve
endings that are affected by trauma, pain or injury. The ability to be able to
deliver treatment to tissues that have been neurologically disrupted by injury, in
such a specific manner greatly enhances the effectiveness of stimulation.
This specificity, when combined with the constantly adjusting signal and applied
to optimal treatment areas, is what makes InterX technology so useful in
providing highly effective pain relief.
InterX® Clients Around the World
The list of clients whose patients and/or teams have been changed by InterX®
products is truly impressive and includes:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Over 50% of the NFL teams in the US, (including the Dallas Cowboys)
Over 40% of the NBA teams in the US
MLB, NHL and MLS teams, including LA Galaxy
Dr Nicholas DiNubile, Orthopedic Consultant to the Philadelphia 76ers and
the Pennsylvania Ballet & author of ‘Framework’
Dr Jeff Spencer, DC “Chiropractor to the Discovery Channel Pro Cycling
Team Winners of the 2005 Tour De France”
Dr James Dillard, MD, DC, author of ‘The Pain Solution’

InterX® products are also available internationally across a range of different
countries.
InterX Products
InterX 5002 Professional Device
InterX 1000 Personal Device - for home use
InterX Professional Sport
InterX Personal Sport Device - for home use
Medical professionals (physicians, physical/occupational therapists and
chiropractors) can find out more about purchasing InterX products by calling
877-314-6500 or visiting www.nrg-unlimited.com for more information.
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ABOUT NEURO RESOURCE GROUP
Neuro Resource Group (NRG) specializes in the development, design and manufacture of
innovative medical products for injury management, rehabilitation, and pain
management. The Company's management team has extensive experience in the
healthcare industry and is committed to providing products and developing training
materials and protocols that help to improve the quality of patient's lives and also
enhance athletic performance. Neuro Resource Group 1100 Jupiter Rd, Suite 190. Plano,
TX 75074. 972-665-1810. www.nrg-unlimited.com
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